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We’re in the midst of a strong housing recovery 
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What a difference a year makes?  
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What a difference a year makes?  
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Negative equity remains high… (27.5% nationally)  
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…and inventory is scarce… (in part because of negative equity) 
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…which is fueling price spikes  
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This connection is clearly seen in Phoenix  
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Strong home value growth expected this year (3.2% nationally) 
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Emerging concern: Price growth fueled by low rates 
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What does affordability look like when rates go up?  
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Where to find real estate information/data 
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Real Estate Metrics  
•Zillow Home Value Index  

•Zillow Rent Index  

•Zillow Home Value Forecast  

•Zillow Negative Equity  

•For-sale inventory  

•List prices 

•Sale prices 

•$ value/square foot 

•$ price/square foot 

•Sale-to-list price ratio 

•% listings with price cuts  

•$ amount of listing price cuts  

•% homes sold for loss/gain 

•% homes foreclosed 

•% sales that are foreclosure re-sales  

•% homes increasing/decreasing in value 

•% homes sold in the past year 

•Price-to-rent ratios 

•Price-to-income ratios 

•Affordability 

 

Interactive data portal  
www.zillow.com/local-info 

In-depth research and monthly reports  
www.zillow.com/research 



Zillow Economists 
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Dr. Stan Humphries, Zillow Chief Economist 
 

Humphries is in charge of data and analytics. He spearheaded the creation of 

the Zestimate home valuation, its algorithm and, in turn, the Zillow Home Value 

Index. Humphries has a Bachelor of Arts from Davidson College, a Master of 

Science in Foreign Service from Georgetown University, and a Ph.D. in 

Government from the University of Virginia.  
 

stan@zillow.com, 206.470.7127 

Dr. Svenja Gudell, Zillow Senior Economist 
 

Gudell helps oversee negative equity valuations, forecasting and foreclosure 

research, among other research topics. She is also involved in research 

collaborations with other organizations and academics. Gudell has a Bachelor of 

Arts from the University of Rochester, a Masters of Arts in Economics from New 

York University and a Ph.D. in Finance from the University of Rochester.  
 

svenjag@zillow.com, 206.757.2755 

 



About Zillow 
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About Zillow, Inc. 
 

Zillow, Inc. (NASDAQ: Z) operates the largest home-related marketplaces on mobile and the Web, with a 

complementary portfolio of brands and products that help people find vital information about homes, and 

connect with the best local professionals. In addition, Zillow operates an industry-leading economics and 

analytics bureau led by Zillow's Chief Economist Dr. Stan Humphries. Dr. Humphries and his team of 

economists and data analysts produce extensive housing data and research covering more than 350 

markets at Zillow Real Estate Research. Zillow also sponsors the quarterly Zillow Home Price Expectations 

Survey, which asks more than 100 leading economists, real estate experts and investment and market 

strategists to predict the path of the Zillow Home Value Index over the next five years. The Zillow, Inc. 

portfolio includes Zillow.com®, Zillow Mobile, Zillow Mortgage Marketplace, Zillow Rentals, Zillow Digs™, 

Postlets®, Diverse Solutions®, Buyfolio™, Mortech™ and HotPads™. The company is headquartered in 

Seattle. 

 

Zillow.com, Zillow, Zestimate, Postlets and Diverse Solutions are registered trademarks of Zillow, Inc. 

Buyfolio, Mortech, HotPads and Digs are trademarks of Zillow, Inc. 

 

Press Contact: press@zillow.com 



Have a housing related question? 

Tweet it to @StanHumphries with the 

hashtag #HousingFuture 


